
 
 

 
June 2, 2021  
Corn 
Corn reversed course today after hitting up limit yesterday on light volume and very 
little news it closed down .1375 at 6.75 for July futures. Yesterday’s crop conditions 
kept a lid on things today as the first corn condition ratings were higher than expected 
at 76% G/E, the 4th highest first condition rating since 1986, but below the highest 
ever at 79% in 2018. According to T-Storm rain focuses on the southeast ~15% of 
corn and soybeans into tomorrow, then affects the southern ~15% within Mon.-Wed. 
the jet stream strengthens in the northern U.S. Tue.-Thu and then continues, likely 
triggering some t-storms in northern areas of the U.S. in one to two weeks.  Ag Rural 
estimated the Brazilian corn crop at 90.9MMT, down 4.6MMT in the last three weeks 
while Safras and Mercado’s estimate is 95.2MMT. The driver in corn could be more 
Brazil production cuts than northern plains weather forecast at the moment. Cuts to 
around 90MMT are becoming commonplace versus the USDA at 102MMT. 
However, most do not see the USDA cutting much below 98MMT in the June 10th 
WASDE.  Brazil has the cheapest offers for July corn by a fair margin of nearly 
$12/MT which does not seem all that consistent with a 90MMT crop and the recent 
round of cuts in Mato Grosso specifically. We did see a little more farmer selling early today. CIF market is mostly unchanged 
with domestic basis still a touch defensive. Barge freight continues to dip lower and lower freight means lower Cif and Fob 
values all things equal. 
Beans 
Beans firmer in the overnight, trading 19c higher at one point before selling off to 5 higher and then rallying into the close to 
settle 14c firmer on the day.  Bean strength came from bean oil as the market is challenging May’s highs with the front month 
almost 300 higher on the day to settle at 7038, just under May 18 highs.  Basis continues to slide in the interior with improved 
crush margins.  One has to wonder how this could be happening with a 120 mil bu carryout.  USDA data suggested crushing 
in April was down 10% from March at 170 million bu.  Brazil export lineup is down to 7 mmt after they exported a record 16.4 
mmt in May.  This is only 1 mmt less than the all-time record shipped in April but still a record for May.  Brazil loaded 781,114 
mmt per day in May.  The Brazilian Grain Exporters Association had estimated 16.2 mmt.  China has taken 68.8 mmt of beans 
so far this year which is up 6% from last year with the USDA projecting a 1.5% increase.  Crop progress was slightly below 
normal but should be completed next week except for some frosted replant areas.  We should see condition ratings next 
Monday.   
Wheat  
It was a day of mixed trade throughout the commodity sector and within the wheat complex mixed as well with only Mpls 
showing strength. Spring wheat saw crop conditions drop once again, falling to 43% good to excellent declining another 2%. 
The forecast remains hot and dry for the coming week which resulted in the higher trade. On the other hand, the winter wheat 
showed improvement in conditions and the weather remains cooperative. US wheat remains at a premium price for export 
and even more so beyond July. WN is 6 cents lower at 6.87 ½, KWN is 3 ¾ lower at 6.33 ¾, and MWN is 11 ½ higher at 7.83 
and traded within 8 cents of the contract high. The spring wheat crop size potential is shrinking and its price action is reflecting 
that. Russian New Lands and N Kazakhstan are dry with heat as well. With KWN overpriced versus world competition it is 
tending to be influenced by the price moves in corn. Presumably given its July discount to corn of 41 cents on tonight’s close 
and declining protein potential feed demand should be of above average significance. 
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CASH BASIS BIDS Nearby  July 
Corn Cif Nola  80+N 64+N 
Truck Hennepin 32+N 16+N 
Truck St Louis 52+N 37+N 
Iowa Interior UP 24+N 24+N 
Columbus CSX 42+N 42+N 
Fort Wayne NS 32+N 32+N 
Dlvd Hereford NB NB 
Dlvd PNW 120+N NB 
KC RAIL 54+N 54+N 
Nebraska Grp 3 NB NB 
Dlvd Decatur 37+N 43+N 
Wheat Cif Nola 55+N 55+N 
Beans Cif Nola 66+N 70+N 
Truck Hennepin 12+N 17+N 
Truck St Louis 34+N 39+N 
Dlvd Decatur 150+X 160+X 
Dlvd Des Moines 15+N 15+N 
IL R Barge Frt. 320 315 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. -$350 -$275 


